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๏ Strong astrophysical evidence for existence of Dark Matter(DM)

๏ Direct detection experiments 

- Aim to observe recoil of DM off the nucleus

- Excesses observed by several experiments, not observed by others

๏ Need for independent verification from non-astrophysical experiments 

๏ Colliders provide a complementary way to search for dark matter
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Plan of the talk

๏ Exotic searches with production of Dark Matter particle in monophoton 
and monojet final states

๏ SUSY based searches looking for Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) in 
EWK production
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Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
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Results shown here are based on 5fb-1 @7TeV

Machine is running good and delivering data fast for experimentalists to work on.
LHC already delivered > 18 fb-1 @8TeV Run

Excellent performance by CMS
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CMS Detector
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Production of Dark Matter at CMS

6

๏ Search for evidence of Dark Matter particle (χ) production at colliders

➡ Dark Matter particle production gives Missing transverse energy (MET) in an 
event

➡ Photons/gluons radiated off the quarks makes it visible in the detector and 
gives experimentalists a chance to look at its production in the detector. 

PRODUCTION OF DARK MATTER AT CMS
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Figure 1: Dark matter production in association with a single jet in a hadron collider.

3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels

for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess

of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists

mainly of (Z → νν)+ j and (W → �invν)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been

performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-

jets in 1 fb−1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used

36 pb−1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on

successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our

analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |η(j1)| < 2, and events

are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |η(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |η(j1)| < 2, and events

are vetoed if there is a second jet with |η(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or

∆φ(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |η(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |η(j1)| < 2, and

events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |η(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV

or ∆φ(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |η(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |η(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |η(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events

are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity

|η(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with

the leading jet is ∆φ(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are

vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and

observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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Direct Detection (t-channel) Collider Searches (s-channel)

Monophoton + MET Monojet + MET

Monophoton +MET Monojet+MET
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Methodology for collider based search

๏ Make an event selection on data and count the number of events in signal 
region (Cut and Count experiment)

๏ Look for excess of events observed above the Standard Model expectation.

๏ Understanding the backgrounds is very crucial. 

๏ Estimate the backgrounds using MC and data itself, mostly called as Data-
driven techniques. 

๏ Systematic uncertainties are to be studied. 

๏ If no excess is seen, limits are put on the cross section and an exclusion is 
made in the parameter space of the model.
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Monophoton Event Topology
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X-Y View 3D View

Highest PT monophoton event, 
PTɣ = 384 GeV, MET = 407 GeV
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MONOPHOTON – BACKGROUNDS
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Backgrounds coming from pp-collsions 

Monophoton Search

Instrumental Backgrounds like beam halo etc..

(MC)

(Data-Driven)

(Data-Driven)

(MC)

(MC)

(MC)
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Monophoton Selection

๏ Require atleast a photon in an event with 

➡ High energy : PTɣ > 145GeV
➡ Central part of the detector: |ɳ| < 1.4442
➡ Shower Shape consistent with the photon coming from collision : σiηiη < 0.13

๏ Require MET > 130 GeV

๏ Remove events with 

➡ Central jet: PT(jet) > 40GeV and |ɳ| < 3.0
➡ Tracks near the photon with △R > 0.04 above PT > 20GeV

➡ Veto events with significant electromagnetic calorimeter activity (△R < 0.4)

➡ Veto events with significant hadronic activity(△R < 0.4, EHcal/EEcal < 0.05)

10
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 Search for excess of events over the predicted backgrounds 

Background processes describe the data 
well and no excess over the predicted SM  
Backgrounds  
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Monophoton Results
 Search for excess of events over the predicted backgrounds 

Background processes describe the data 
well and no excess over the predicted SM  
Backgrounds  
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No excess observed between data and background expectation
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Monophoton Results

๏ Signal Generation with Madgraph4 + Pythia6 with 10 TeV mediator mass
๏ Acceptance times efficiency for Dark Matter signal

➡ A X ϵMC ≈ 0.3, for both vector and axial-vector operator
➡ Since kinematics comes from ISR photon,  A X ϵMC  is fairly constant in the range Mχ = 1-1000GeV.

๏ Systematic uncertainties - +4.8% -4.9%
➡ Energy scale and resolution effects for photon, MET and jet measurement 
➡ Pile up modeling
➡ Photon vertex assignment
➡ Parton Distribution Function 

๏ 90% CL limits are shown below compared with expected in parenthesis

Tia Miceli

Monophoton - Limit Setting

! Use the Modified Frequentist CLs approach [J. Phys. G37(2010) 075021]
! For integrated luminosity 5fb-1, null hypothesis expected 75.1 ± 9.5 events 

and observed 73 events.
! 90% CL limits are shown compared to the expected limit in parentheses.
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The measured cross section upper limit is translated into a lower limit on !.

Λ = Λth.

�
σχχ̄
th.

σχχ̄
meas.

�1/4 !th. " 10 TeV
      from MCσχχ̄
th.

σχχ̄
meas.
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11

The measured cross section upper limit is translated into a lower limit on !.

Λ = Λth.

�
σχχ̄
th.

σχχ̄
meas.

�1/4 !th. " 10 TeV
      from MCσχχ̄
th.

σχχ̄
meas.
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Monophoton - χ-nucleon cross-section
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CMS: Phys.Rev. Lett. 108(2012) 261803. 

๏ lower limits on Λ are then used to 
compute χ-nucleon cross-section 
versus Mχ using:

๏ Extends the limits for Mχ < 3.5 GeV 
- which remained unexplored by 
direct detection experiments for SI 
case
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๏ lower limits on Λ are then used to 
compute χ-nucleon cross-section 
versus Mχ using:

๏ Extends the limits for Mχ < 100 
GeV for Spin dependent case

14
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Backgrounds coming from SM processes 

Monojet Search details

MonoJet Search 
Cut and count: Apply event selection and count the number of events in signal region 
•  Look for excess of events above those expected from SM backgrounds 
•  Understanding backgrounds is crucial. 
•    Determine from data control regions  

Signal 

Z(!!) + Jets, just like signal  
W+jets, e/u is not detected, 
 " decays hadronically 
  

QCD, jet is mismeasued, 
producing Met  

Backgrounds  

August 16, 2012 Anwar Bhatti  SUSY2012 8 

Z+jets  - irreducible 
W+jets - if e/u is not detected or tau decays hadronically
QCD    - jet is mis-measured giving rise to MET 

Baseline selection: 
➡ Select jets with cuts on its constituents - charged/neutral/EM hadronic fractions

Topological selection:
➡ Number of Jets = 1 or 2 
➡ Leading Jet: PT(jet) > 110 GeV, |ɳ| < 2.4
➡ Second Jet: PT(jet) > 30 GeV
➡ ΔΦ(jet1, jet2) < 2.5

MET > 200 GeV, optimized to 350 GeV for DM search
Remove leptons:

➡ Reject events having isolated electron/muon in cone of  ΔR < 0.3
➡ Reject events having isolated tracks in a cone of ΔR < 0.3

Tuesday 6 November 2012
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Monojet - Background Estimation

๏ Z(νν)+jets is estimated from Z(μμ)+jet control sample from data
➡ Isolated muons with Pt > 20GeV and |ɳ| < 2.1
➡ Opposite Sign muons, invariant mass between 60-120GeV 
➡ Total Uncertainty is11% mainly due to the size of the control sample(9.5%)

๏ Wjets is estimated from W( μν) control sample from data
➡ Isolated muons with Pt > 20GeV and |ɳ| < 2.1
➡ Transverse mass(MT) between 50-100GeV,
➡ Total Uncertainty is 11.8%, primarily from acceptance(7.7%) and selection(6.8%)

๏ Other small backgrounds from QCD, ttbar, Z+jets and top are taken from MC

Tuesday 6 November 2012
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No excess observed between 
data and background expectation

Tia Miceli

Monojet - Backgrounds & Search Results

! Some backgrounds estimated with data-driven techniques, while others use 
Monte Carlo simulations

16

! Estimated Z!! from a Z("µµ)+jet 
control sample

! Estimated W("l!)+jet using Wµ! 
control sample and detector 
acceptance and reconstruction 
efficiencies

! Remainder are from simulation

No excess observed.
Background describes data well.

Monojet - Results

Tuesday 6 November 2012
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Monojet - χ-nucleon cross-section

๏ Extends the limits for Mχ <3.5 GeV - which remained unexplored by direct 
detection experiments for SI case

Tia Miceli
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XENON100: Phys. Rev. Lett 107 (2011) 131302
CoGeNT: Phys. Rev. Lett 106 (2011) 131301
CDMS II: Science 327 (2010) 1619. Phys. Rev. Lett. 106 (2011) 131302.
IceCube: 
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for M" < 3.5 GeV.
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Tia Miceli
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XENON100: Phys. Rev. Lett 107 (2011) 131302
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Tia Miceli
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CDMSII: Phys. Rev. Lett. 106 (2011) 131302.
Picasso: Phys. Lett. B 682 (2009) 185.
COUPP: Phys. Rev. Lett. 106 (2011) 021303.
IceCube: Phys. Rev. D 85 (2012) 042002. 

! Lower limit on ! 
used to compute "-N 
cross-section.

! Extends the cross-
section lower limits 
for M" < 100 GeV.
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� µ
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๏ Stringent constraints by colliders over whole mass range

Monojet - χ-nucleon cross-section

Spin Dependent Limits
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๏ Since in MSSM, LSP is a candidate for the DM, one can look for its 
signatures in SUSY. 

๏ Focus on scenarios dominated by direct Electroweak production

➡ Clean and probes only in gaugino sector.

➡ Characterized with pair-production of charginos and neutralinos. 

➡ Depending on their mass spectrum, one can have significant 
branching fraction to leptons or vector bosons

➡ In either case, 2 LSP(DM candidates) and neutrino(s) are 
produced, giving rise to MET

20

SUSY Based Searches

Tuesday 6 November 2012
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EWK production of Charginos & Neutralinos

sleptons are light and mediate the decays to LSP

sleptons are heavy and and whole BF to vector bosons and LSP 

This model lead to tri-lepton signature and motivate the assumption that                  
have similar mass.
Here,                     and the slepton mass is parameterized as    

with,

Present results with 
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Signatures explored @7TeV

๏ 3(4) leptons + MET 

➡ MET as the observable to distinguish between signal and background, 
better sensitivity when mass splitting is large 

➡ M(ll) and MT as the observables, better sensitivity when LSP mass 
approaches the mass of chargino/netralino. 

๏ Same Sign dilepton + MET

๏ Opposite Sign dilepton + dijet + MET 

22

arXiv:1209.6620v1
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS12006

No evidence of the signal and hence limits are placed on cross section for 
the pair production times the BF for these scenarios

Tuesday 6 November 2012
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Limits - EWK production

23

๏ Probe M( χ±, χ0) up to ~ 200-500 GeV,  depending on the search mode 
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Conclusions

24

๏ CMS Searches for Dark Matter are presented with the integrated luminosity 
of 5fb-1 @7 TeV center of mass energy.

๏ No excess has been observed yet. Limits are being set on Dark Matter 
production resulting in extension of results in the parameter space. 

๏ MSSM searches in the EWK production shows no excess above the SM 
expectation. 

๏ Searches are continued at 8 TeV - stay tuned!

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsEXO
Find all the results here:

Thanks!!
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Phenomenology of χ production 

๏ In the effective theory, pair production of χ is characterized by contact 
interaction

๏ Nature of the mediator tells the form of interactions

➡ Vector mediator ( Spin Independent)

➡ Axial-vector Mediator ( Spin Dependent)

25

5

Phenomenology

Bai, Fox and Harnik, 
JHEP 1012:048 (2010)

heavy mediator can be integrated out

Λ = M/
√
gχgq

SM

SM

DM

DM

Set mass of mediator (M) to very high value

g!gq

In framework of effective theory,  assume  DM is a Dirac fermion and 
interaction is characterized by contact interaction,

Bai,Fox and Harnik [JHEP 1012:048(2010)]

PHENOMENOLOGY

• !"#$%&$'()*+',-'.-!-*",-/0-*1"$"*20$#30(-/4-"-*',2"*2-#,20$"*+',-5#21-'&0$"2'$3--

• 6$'33-30*+',-(0&0,(3-',-210-7"33-8m!9-",(-210-3*":0-"-8.'$-*')&:#,;3-g!, gq9

4

<="#>-?'@-",(-A"$,#B>-
CAD!-EFEGHFIJ8GFEF9K

!"#!$%&'()*+,,%%-,,./#0%1'/'01'0),2345

&'()*+,,%%-,,./#0,#01'/'01'0),2365,

./#0%#01'/'01'0),
!01,./#0%1'/'01'0),
(+*..,.'(7*0.

Where μ is the reduced mass,

where, 
M : mediator mass, 
gχ : coupling with DM particle
gq: coupling with SM quark
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Isolation variables

26
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Sub detector resolutions

27

η| < 2.5 : Tracker σ/pT ≈ 10-4 pT ⊕ 0.005 (TeV)
|η| < 4.9 : Electromagnetic Calorimeter σ/E ≈ 0.03/√E ⊕ 0.003 (GeV)
|η| < 4.9 : Hadronic Calorimeter σ/E ≈ 1.00/√E ⊕ 0.050 (GeV)
|η| < 2.6 : Muon Spectrometer σ/pT ≈ 0.10 (GeV) (1 TeV

Tuesday 6 November 2012
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Monojet - Backgrounds

๏ Z(νν)+jets is estimated from Z(μμ)+jet control sample from data

➡ Isolated muons with Pt > 20GeV and |ɳ| < 2.1

➡ Opposite Sign muons, invariant mass between 60-120GeV 

➡ Total Uncertainty is11% mainly due to the size of the control sample(9.5%)

Estimated using:

where,
 Nobs   : Observed events in Data
 Nbkd   : Estimated events from Background
 R      : Ratio of Branching Fraction(BF)
 A x ϵ : Detector Acceptance times efficiency for the cuts 
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๏ Wjets is estimated from W( μν) control sample from data

➡ Isolated muons with Pt > 20GeV and |ɳ| < 2.1

➡ Transverse mass(MT) between 50-100GeV,

➡ Uncertainty is 11.8%, primarily from acceptance(7.7%) and selection(6.8%)

29

Monojet - Backgrounds

๏ Other backgrounds from QCD, ttbar, Z+jets and top are taken from MC

Estimated using:

Weighted by inefficiency of lepton 
veto :
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Monojet - Dark Matter Signal

Limit setting is done as before 

๏ Signal Generation with Madgraph5 + Pythia6 with 40 TeV mediator mass

๏ Uncertainties here totals to 20%, mainly coming from:

➡ Contribution from Jet energy Scale and resolution

➡ PDF (PDF4LHC)

๏ Final numbers for MET>350 GeV: Background - 1224±101, Data - 1142  
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Systematics in detail
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3 leptons + MET 

32

This search is done in 6 regions defined in Mll and MT:
Various regions defined here give best signal to background separation
Depending on the mass splitting between          , signal can appear anywhere    

WZ is the main background
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Results

No Evidence of the signal
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Same Sign two lepton final state

34

To increase the sensitivity of the analysis for 3 leptons search, one considers this final state.
If the mass splitting is such that 3rd lepton is soft, then it can be lost/mis-identified. 
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WZ/ZZ + MET with final state of 2 
OS leptons + 2 jets + MET 

35

 Increase the sensitivity of the analysis when Z decays to ee/mumu while other 
Z/W decays to 2 jets
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Limits

36
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